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CE certified riding garment. The suit fully 
conforms to CE standard: EN 13595-1 for 
riding safety. -- CE certified shoulder, elbow, 
hip, knee and tibia protectors. -- 1.3 mm 
premium grade leather for high performance 
impact and abrasion protection. -- Aramidic 
stretch chest insert to further improve fit 
and feel. -- Inner cuff and ankle adjustment 
improves range of fit and comfort. -- Critical 
displacement perforated panels on upper 
and lower body for improved ventilation. 
-- External Alpinestars exclusive Dynamic 
Friction Shield (DFS) technology shoulder, 
elbow and knee protectors. -- Aero hump 
for improved aerodynamic and ventilation 
performance. -- Multiple external perforated 

leather panels with foam protector inserts. 
-- Large accordion stretch panels help 
rider movement and comfort on the bike. 
-- Aramidic stretch panels on sleeves and 
crotch areas to further improve fit and feel. 
-- Removable, multi panel construction, 
inner liner and 3D mesh inserts to improve 
comfort and ventilation. -- Inner Waterproof 
pocket. -- Innovative calf expansion gusset 
improves range of fit and riding comfort. -- 
Chest pad compartments with PE padding. 
-- Multiple snap button system to integrate 
Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon 
protector. -- Neoprene comfort edge around 
collar and cuffs prevents skin chafing

ATEM LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

315 6515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

315 6515 123 
BLACK WHITE RED

315 6515 12
BLACK WHITE
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1.3 mm full grain bovine leather. -- Perforated 
front leather panels. -- Stretch panels on the 
sides of the arms, crotch and back of knees 
improve fit and feel. -- CE certified protectors 
on shoulders, elbows. -- Alpinestars 
one-piece, CE approved GP-R knee/shin 
protectors feature a floating construction 
for precise fit. -- TPR shoulder reinforcement. 
-- Aero hump for improved aerodynamic 
and ventilation performance. -- Multiple 
external perforated leather panels with foam 
protector inserts. -- Large accordion stretch 
panels help rider movement and comfort on 

the bike. -- Removable/washable mesh liner. 
-- Inner Waterproof pocket. -- Innovative 
calf expansion gusset improves range of fit 
and riding comfort. -- 3D multi panel knee 
construction. -- Chest pad compartments 
with PE padding. -- Integrated PE foam 
padding on chest, hips, coccyx and back. 
-- Multiple snap button system to integrate 
Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon 
protector. -- Alpinestars PU Sport knee 
sliders.

CHALLENGER LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR / 48-64 EUR (BLACK WHITE)

315 0615 12
BLACK WHITE

315 0615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

315 0615 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO



1.3 mm premium grade leather for high 
performance impact and abrasion protection. 
-- Stretch panels on the sides of the torso, 
arms, crotch and back of knees improve fit 
and feel. -- External Alpinestars exclusive 
Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) technology 
shoulder, elbow and knee protectors. -- 
Alpinestars one-piece, CE approved GP-R 
knee/shin protector feature a floating 
construction for precise fit. -- Aero hump 
for improved aerodynamic and ventilation 
performance. -- Large accordion stretch 
panels help rider movement and comfort on 

the bike. -- Removable/washable mesh liner. 
-- Inner Waterproof pocket. -- Innovative calf 
expansion gusset improves range of fit and 
riding comfort. -- Chest pad compartments 
with PE padding. -- Integrated PE foam 
padding on chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms 
and back. -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars 
Nucleon protector. -- Neoprene comfort edge 
around collar and cuffs prevents skin chafing. 
-- Alpinestars PU Sport knee sliders.

ATEM 2PC LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

316 6515 10
BLACK

316 6515 12
BLACK WHITE

316 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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1.3 mm full grain bovine leather. -- Stretch 
panels on the sides of the arms, crotch and 
back of knees improve fit and feel. -- CE 
certified protectors on shoulders, elbows. 
-- Alpinestars one-piece, CE approved GP-R 
knee/shin protectors feature a floating 
construction for precise fit. -- TPR shoulder 
reinforcement. -- Aero hump for improved 
aerodynamic and ventilation performance. 
-- Large accordion stretch panels help 
rider movement and comfort on the bike. 
-- Removable/washable mesh liner. -- Inner 

Waterproof pocket. -- Innovative calf 
expansion gusset improves range of fit 
and riding comfort. -- 3D multi panel knee 
construction. -- Chest pad compartments 
with PE padding. -- Integrated PE foam 
padding on chest, hips, coccyx and back. 
-- Multiple snap button system to integrate 
Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon 
protector. -- Alpinestars PU Sport knee 
sliders.

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR / 48-64 EUR (BLACK)

316 0615 10
BLACK

316 0615 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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CE certified riding garment. Jacket fully conforms 
to CE standard: EN 13595-1 for riding safety. -- CE 
certified shoulder and elbow protectors. -- 1.3 
mm premium grade leather construction with re-
enforcements in critical impact zones. -- Aramidic 
stretch chest insert to further improve fit and feel. 
-- Inner cuff adjustment improves range of fit and 
comfort. -- Critical displacement perforated panels 
on upper and lower body for improved ventilation. 
-- External Alpinestars exclusive Dynamic Friction 
Shield (DFS) technology shoulder protectors. -- Aero 
hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation 
performance. -- Multiple external perforated leather 
panels with foam protector inserts. -- Large accordion 

stretch panels help rider movement and comfort 
on the bike. -- Aramidic stretch panels on sleeve 
areas to further improve fit and feel. -- Removable, 
multi panel construction, inner liner and 3D mesh 
inserts to improve comfort and ventilation. -- Inner 
Waterproof pocket. -- D-ring waist adjustment for 
precision fitting. -- Removable security strap, keeps 
the jacket positioned in case of an accident (feet first 
slide). -- Chest pad compartments with PE padding. 
-- Multiple snap button system to integrate Level 
2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector. 
-- Neoprene comfort edge around collar and cuffs 
prevents skin chafing

ATEM LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR

310 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

310 6515 10
BLACK

310 6515 12 
BLACK WHITE

310 6515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

Constructed with 1.3 mm full grain leather. 
-- CE certified protection on shoulders and 
elbow. -- Stretch panels on sleeves to further 
improve fit and feel. -- Technical pre-curved 
sleeve construction. -- External Alpinestars 
PU shoulder and elbow protection offer 
additional abrasion resistance. -- Aero hump 
for improved aerodynamic and ventilation 
performance. -- High-density perforations 
on chest, arms, back and shoulders. -- 
Large accordion stretch panels help rider 
movement and comfort on the bike. -- 
Removable thermal liner. -- Thermal liner 

is “sonic quilted” for improved insulation 
performance and reduced material volume. 
-- Fixed mesh lining. -- Inner Waterproof 
pocket. -- D-ring waist adjustment for 
precision fitting. -- Two external zippered 
pockets. -- Chest pad compartments with 
PE padding. -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars 
Nucleon Back protector. -- Neoprene comfort 
edge around collar and cuffs prevents skin 
chafing. -- Waist connection zipper allows 
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.

CELER LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR / 48-64 EUR (BLACK)

310 5015 10
BLACK

310 5015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

310 5015 12 
BLACK WHITE

310 5015 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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Constructed with 1.3 mm full grain leather. 
-- CE certified protection on shoulders and 
elbow. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction. 
-- Stretch panels on chest and sleeves to 
further improve fit and feel. -- External 
Alpinestars PU shoulder protection offer 
additional abrasion resistance in key impact 
area. -- Reflective detailing on upper arms. 
-- High-density perforations on chest, arms, 
back and shoulders. -- Large accordion 
stretch panels help rider movement and 
comfort on the bike. -- Removable thermal 

liner. -- Fixed mesh lining. -- Two zippered 
vents opening on upper chest area. -- Inner 
waterproof pocket. -- D-ring waist adjustment 
for precision fitting. -- Two external zippered 
pockets. -- Chest pad compartments with 
PE padding. -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars 
Nucleon Back protector. -- Neoprene comfort 
edge around collar and cuffs prevents skin 
chafing. -- Waist connection zipper allows 
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.

MOTEGI LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR / 48-64 EUR (BLACK WHITE)

310 1015 12
BLACK WHITE

310 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

310 1015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

310 1015 127
BLACK WHITE BLUE

Constructed with 1.3 mm full grain leather. 
-- Perforated front and back leather panels. 
-- CE certified protection on shoulders and 
elbow. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction. 
-- Stretch panels on chest and sleeves to 
further improve fit and feel. -- External 
Alpinestars PU shoulder protection offer 
additional abrasion resistance in key impact 
area. -- High-density perforations on chest, 
arms, back and shoulders. -- Large accordion 
stretch panels help rider movement and 
comfort on the bike. -- Removable windproof 

liner. -- Fixed mesh lining. -- Two zippered 
vents opening on upper chest area. -- Inner 
waterproof pocket. -- D-ring waist adjustment 
for precision fitting. -- Two external zippered 
pockets. -- Chest pad compartments with 
PE padding. -- Multiple snap button system 
to integrate Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars 
Nucleon Back protector. -- Neoprene comfort 
edge around collar and cuffs prevents skin 
chafing. -- Waist connection zipper allows 
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.

MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR / 48-64 EUR (BLACK WHITE)

310 1115 12
BLACK WHITE

310 1115 123
 BLACK WHITE RED



CE certified riding garment. The pants 
fully conforms to CE standard: EN 13595-
1 for riding safety. -- CE certified hip, knee 
and tibia protectors. -- Extended rear waist 
construction. -- 1.3 mm premium grade 
leather for high performance impact and 
abrasion protection. -- Aramidic stretch 
crotch and back knee areas insert to further 
improve fit and feel. -- Ankle adjustment 
improves range of fit and comfort. -- 
Perforated leather panels on front and back 

thigh for improved ventilation. -- Internally 
reinforced seat area. -- Large accordion 
stretch panels help rider movement and 
comfort on the bike. -- Removable inner liner. 
-- Innovative calf expansion gusset improves 
range of fit and riding comfort. -- Internal 
waist connection zipper for attaching to 
Alpinestars jackets. -- Alpinestars Sport Knee 
sliders.
 

TRACK LEATHER PANTS
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR

312 9015 10
BLACK

312 9015 12
BLACK WHITE

MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
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Designed to be used in conjunction with 
airbag-compatible outer jackets -- Compre-
hensive inflatable upper body protection 
for back, shoulders, kidney area, chest and 
upper abdomen. -- Electronic sensors are se-
curely and unobtrusively incorporated within 
the system’s chassis, meaning the vest is 
completely self-contained and allows it to 
be worn interchangeably between compat-
ible jackets. -- Constructed from a strong 
and durable mesh main shell with stretch 
poly-fabric on shoulders and torso for a 
compact and secure fit that is close to the 
rider’s body while allowing freedom of move-
ment. -- Removable inner mesh and elastic 
Velcro® waistband to position airbag system 
to customize fit and improve adjustability. 
-- Full internal back lining constructed from 
3D mesh for optimized levels of ventilation 
and breathability. -- The Airbag Control Unit 
(ACU) of Tech-Air™ is incorporated within 
strong, lightweight polymer back protector, 
which features an ergonomic plate construc-
tion for structural strength and a fit to follow 
the natural contours of the back. -- Tech-Air™ 
ACU is seal-protected within vest to ensure 
its all-weather performance. -- ACU has been 
homologated to ECE R10 04, which ensures 
the electromagnetic integrity and stability 
of the unit. -- Tech-Air™ uses an integrated, 

certified lithium ion battery, with a battery 
life of 25 hours and a recharge time of ap-
proximately 6 hours. Micro USB charger al-
lows convenient recharging of system, with 
one hour of charging time giving four hours 
of riding coverage. 

CERTIFICATIONS
Argon inflator cartridges are CE certified to 
ISO 14451 standard, meaning that they will 
only fire if commanded by the electronic 
unit. It also certifies that the cartridges can 
be safely handled, assembled and transport-
ed. -- System’s firmware is upgradable and 
external service record will be managed by 
a custom-made data portal. -- Tech-Air™ is 
Category II CE Certified to the 686/89/EEC 
European PPE Directive, using a version of 
EN1621-4:2013, which guarantees impact 
protection performance from 25 millisec-
onds to 5 seconds. -- Certified to function 
at -10°C and +50°C to guarantee system’s 
use in wide range of weather conditions. 
-- Tech-Air™ design and manufacture is CE 
certified to the 2007/23/EC pyrotechnic di-
rective, guaranteeing it has been assembled 
following all pyrotechnic handling and safety 
regulations, which means the system can be 
transported by car, ship, train or airplane. 

TECH-AIR™ AIRBAG SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR

THE AIRBAG CONTROL 
UNIT (ACU) 

INFLATORS

Alpinestars’ Tech-Air™ is the world’s most technologically advanced electronic airbag system 
for street motorcycle riders. Following years of R&D, hundreds of thousands of miles of road 
testing and a multitude of full-scale crash tests, the Tech-Air™ system’s innovative design and 
sensor positioning provides active safety performance in a wide variety of situations.  

Tech-Air™ is the world’s first fully self-contained airbag system to function independently of 
the motorcycle, with its sensors, electronic control unit and full upper body airbag system 
incorporated into an airbag vest worn with an outer jacket. 

The Tech-Air™ system’s sensors detect a rider’s impending loss of control with the greatest 
of precision and, once fired, the airbag will fully inflate within 25 milliseconds. The system’s 
sensors are not required to fitted to the bike, meaning Tech-Air™ can be worn in a variety of 
riding situations, both on and off-road.  

Interchangeable with a choice of Alpinestars’ compatible riding jackets for all-weather and 
everyday use, the Tech-Air™ street airbag system offers you the highest levels of protection 
and versatility, combined with true convenience and usability. 

Switching the system on before your ride is as simple as zipping up your jacket and regardless 
of motorcycle or scooter type, age or model – Alpinestars’ Tech-Air™ is there to protect you 
all the time; whatever the bike, season or surface. 
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Fully featured and highly versatile 4-in-1 all-
weather jacket optimized for comfort and 
performance with airflow, thermal and water-
proof configurations. -- Superior, multi-material 
main shell construction featuring an advanced 
poly-fabric main shell, which has been specially 
designed to accommodate larger volume mass 
in the event of airbag deployment. -- Features 
integrated sensors securely and subtly on 
the upper zip: electronic airbag system ‘arms’ 
automatically when jacket is closed, offering 
peace-of-mind security and safety. --Intelligent 
LED panel on left sleeve indicates if airbag 
system is functioning correctly. --Internal con-
duits for quick and convenient attachment of 
airbag vest. --Leather panels on shoulder and 
sleeves for high levels of durability and abra-
sion and tear-resistance in critical areas. -- Re-
movable and interchangeable waterproof and 
breathable DRYSTAR® full ensures long term 
all-weather performance. -- Long sleeve ther-
mal liner (130g on body, 100g on sleeves) can 

be fully removed and has zipper connection 
for easy identification with integrated stretch 
comfort edge. Thermal liner is ‘sonic quilted’ for 
improved insulation. -- Featuring Ventilation 
System (VS) large zippered air intakes on torso 
with large rear air exhaust window on back and 
on the arms for cooling performance on long 
rides. -- Removable CE-certified shoulder and 
elbow. -- Chest and back pad compartments 
with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon back 
protector available as accessory upgrade). -- Ex-
tended accordion stretch inserts on shoulders 
for improved fit and expansion to accommo-
date inflated airbag. -- Pre-curved, articulated 
sleeves with gusseted Velcro cuffs enhance fit 
and comfort in the riding position. -- Water-
proof external storage provided by two chest 
font water resistant zips and one internal wa-
terproof wallet pocket. -- Convenient storage 
options with two front cargo style pockets and 
large rear utility pocket.

VALPARAISO
FOR TECH-AIR™ JACKET
ALL WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL

320 4115 10
BLACK
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320 4115 10
BLACK

A street-styled summer riding jacket featuring 
extensive mesh panels for unsurpassed airflow 
and internal climate control plus a removable 
windproof inner vest lining. -- Constructed from 
hard-wearing poly-fabric, PU-reinforced outer 
shell, which has been specially designed to ac-
commodate larger volume mass in the event 
of airbag deployment. -- Tech-Air™ features 
integrated sensors securely and subtly on the 
upper zip: electronic airbag system ‘arms’ auto-
matically when jacket is closed, offering peace-
of-mind security and safety. -- Intelligent LED 
panel on left sleeve indicates if airbag system 
is functioning correctly. -- Internal conduits al-
low for quick and convenient attachment of 

airbag system. -- Extensive mesh paneling on 
front and rear for unsurpassed airflow perfor-
mance; ideal for warm-weather riding. -- Fixed 
interior mesh liner adds to the cooling perfor-
mance and incorporates Velcro ®closing wallet 
pocket. -- Removable CE-certified shoulder and 
elbow protection for superb impact protection. 
-- Chest and Nucleon back protector compart-
ments with PE comfort padding (CE certified 
Bio Armor chest protector insert available as 
accessory). -- Elongated rear profile, plus Vel-
cro® and D-ring waist adjustment for added 
riding comfort and customization. -- Pre-curved 
sleeves for increased comfort in riding position. 

VIPER
FOR TECH-AIR™ JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
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Durable 450 Denier polyester fabric. -- 
Removable CE certified shoulders and 
elbow protectors. -- External Alpinestars 
PU shoulder protection offer additional 
abrasion resistance in key impact area. 
-- Waterproof construction. -- Pre-curved 
sleeve construction. -- Large accordion 
stretch panels help rider movement and 
comfort on the bike. -- Silicon embossed 
details. -- Removable thermal liner. -- Fixed 
mesh lining. -- Two zippered vents opening 
on upper chest area. -- Inner waterproof 

pocket. -- ring waist adjustment for precision 
fitting. -- Two external zippered pockets. -- 
Reflective inserts for added rider visibility. 
-- Volume adjustment system on sleeves. -- 
Chest pad compartments with PE padding. 
-- Back protector compartment with PE 
padding. -- Neoprene comfort edge around 
collar and cuffs prevents skin chafing. -- 
Waist connection zipper allows attachment 
to Alpinestars riding pants

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

 320 5515 12
BLACK WHITE

 320 5515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

 320 5515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

600 denier textile is reinforced with PU 
coating for increased abrasion resistance and 
durability. -- Full-length, 100% waterproof 
lining for high levels of comfort and weather 
protection. -- Removable long-sleeve 
thermal liner jacket with poly-fabric collar 
ensures jacket versatility and comfort in 
cold and hot conditions. -- Class-leading, CE-
certified elbow and shoulder protectors for 
added impact protection. -- Chest and Back 
protector compartments with advanced 
poly-foam comfort padding (CE-certified 
Nucleon back protector insert available as 
accessory). -- Soft poly-fabric comfort edge 

around collar. -- Velcro® cuff adjustment 
for improved riding fit. -- Velcro® waistband 
and collar allows for highly personalized 
and secure fit in various riding positions. 
-- Extended and reinforced lower back for 
riding comfort. -- Pre-curved sleeves for 
improved comfort and performance in the 
riding position. -- External hand pockets, 
plus internal pockets and waterproof wallet 
pocket; pockets are zipped for peace-of-
mind closure. -- Full circumference waist 
zipper to allow attachment of Alpinestars’ 
riding pants.

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET
SPORT RIDING - S-4XL

320 0015 12
BLACK WHITE

320 0015 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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Durable 450 Denier polyester fabric and 
incorporating strategically positioned mesh 
panels. -- Removable CE certified shoulders 
and elbow protectors. -- External Alpinestars 
PU shoulder protection offer additional 
abrasion resistance in key impact area. -- Pre-
curved sleeve construction. -- Large accordion 
stretch panels help rider movement and 
comfort on the bike. -- Removable windproof 
liner. -- Fixed mesh lining. -- Inner waterproof 
pocket. -- ring waist adjustment for precision 

fitting. -- Two external zippered pockets. -- 
Reflective inserts for added rider visibility. 
-- Volume adjustment system on sleeves. -- 
Chest pad compartments with PE padding. 
-- Back protector compartment with Pe 
padding. -- Neoprene comfort edge around 
collar and cuffs prevents skin chafing. -- 
Waist connection zipper allows attachment 
to Alpinestars riding pants

T-GP R AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 5615 12
BLACK WHITE

330 5615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

330 5615 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

Constructed from durable advanced 480 
denier poly-textile that is double PU 
coated for durability, abrasion resistance 
and water resistance. -- Extensive, high 
abrasion-resistant mesh inserts strategically 
positioned for optimized cooling. -- 
Lightweight, CE certified elbow and shoulder 
protectors grant the jacket a sleek fit yet 
provide class‐leading impact protection. 
-- Chest and back pad compartments with 
PE foam padding (CE certified Nucleon 

chest back protector available as accessory). 
-- External zippered pockets plus internal 
waterproof pocket for safe and convenient 
storage. -- Pre-curved sleeve construction 
for reduced fatigue and enhanced riding 
comfort. -- Snap-button waist and collar 
adjusters. -- Integrated soft textile lining on 
collar for additional comfort. -- Elongated 
rear profile covers lumbar area and offers 
coverage in upright riding position.

LUC AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL

330 8815 10
BLACK
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Created to ensure optimized female fit. 
-- Light, performant and removable CE-
certified elbow and shoulder protectors are 
reduced in thickness to improve styling. 
-- Supple and durable full-grain leather on 
sleeves and shoulders. -- Main outer shell 
constructed from indigo denim (Black 
version) or reinforced poly-fabric textile 
(Champagne version). -- Leather accordion 

inserts strategically positioned on elbow. 
-- Contemporary styled, low profile collar. 
-- Snap closures on collar and cuffs for easy, 
secure fastening. -- Leather detailing around 
pocket openings. Auto-locking zips with 
leather pull-tabs. -- External zippered pocket, 
plus internal waterproof pocket. -- Embossed 
logos on shoulders. -- Reflective piping to 
improve rider visibility.

Designed and constructed for an optimized 
women’s fit. -- Constructed from durable 
advanced 480 denier poly-textile that is 
double PU coated for durability, abrasion 
resistance and water resistance. -- Extensive, 
high abrasion-resistant mesh inserts 
strategically positioned for optimized 
cooling. -- Lightweight, CE certified elbow 
and shoulder protectors grant the jacket 
a sleek fit yet provide class‐leading 
impact protection. -- Chest and back pad 

compartments with PE foam padding (CE 
certified Bio Armor chest and back protector 
available as accessory). -- External zippered 
pockets plus internal waterproof pocket for 
safe and convenient storage. -- Pre‐curved 
sleeve construction for reduced fatigue and 
enhanced riding comfort. -- Snap-button 
waist and collar adjusters. -- Integrated 
soft textile lining on collar of comfort. -- 
Elongated rear profile covers lumbar area and 
offers coverage in upright riding position.

RENEE TEXTILE/LEATHER
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50

331 8013 10
BLACK

ELOISE AIR JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL

331 8415 10
BLACK
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PU Coated 450D Polyester fabric. -- 
Waterproof and breathable Drystar® 
membrane. -- Removable Thermal liner. -- 
Reflective piping for enhanced night-time 
visibility. -- Pre-curved leg construction. 
-- Hip compartments with ergonomically 
tapered PE comfort padding. -- CE certified 

knee protectors. -- Zippered gusset allows 
easy fitment of pants when wearing boots. 
-- Waist connection zipper allows attachment 
to Alpinestars leather and textile jacket. 
-- Adjustable waist with secure sliding hook 
closure. -- YKK zippers

EXPRESS DRYSTAR® OVER PANTS
ALL WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL

322 2012 10
BLACK

PU Coated 600D Polyester fabric. -- New 
extended mesh inserts on the lower back 
and front. -- Reflective piping for enhanced 
night-time visibility. -- Ergonomically tapered 
PE comfort padding on the hips. -- CE 
certified knee protectors. -- Zippered gusset 

allows easy fitment of pants when wearing 
boots. -- Waist connection zipper allows 
attachment to select Alpinestars leather and 
textile jacket. -- Adjustable waist with secure 
sliding hook closure

OXYGEN AIR PANTS
ALL WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL

332 2514 10
BLACK
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Washed and waxed luxurious full grain bovine 
leather (1.0-1.1mm). -- Main shell is treated 
for unique ‘Oscar’ styling. -- Perforated 
leather areas on the sleeves and torso. -- 
Removable and CE certified shoulder and 

elbow protection for impact protection. -- 
Back protector pocket. -- Removable flannel 
liner. -- Pre-curved sleeves design. -- Zippered 
adjustments on rear.

MONTY LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

310 8915 10 BLACK 310 8915 80 BROWN

Washed and waxed luxurious full grain 
bovine leather (1.0-1.1mm). -- Main shell 
is treated for unique ‘Oscar’ styling. -- 
Perforated leather areas on the sleeves. 
-- Removable and CE certified shoulder and 

elbow protection for impact protection. -- 
Back protector pocket. -- Pre-curved sleeves 
design. -- Sleeve coin pocket. -- Stretch 
accordion waist inserts for superb fit.

BRASS LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

310 8515 10 BLACK 310 8515 810 TOBACCO BROWN
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Washed and waxed luxurious full grain 
bovine leather (0.9-1.0mm). -- Designed 
and constructed for optimized women’s fit. 
-- Main shell is treated for unique ‘Oscar’ 
styling. -- Perforated leather areas on the 
sleeves and torso. -- Removable and CE 

certified shoulder and elbow protection for 
impact protection. -- Back protector pocket. 
-- Removable flannel vest liner. -- Pre-curved 
sleeves design. -- Convenient and subtly 
integrated pocket on sleeve.

SHELLEY WOMEN’S LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL

Heavy waxed cotton fabric main shell. -- 
Removable and CE certified shoulder and 

elbow protection for impact protection. -- 
Back protector pocket. 

RAY CANVAS JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

311 8315 10
BLACK

330 8315 10
BLACK

330 8315 899
DARKSAND
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Regular slim. -- Heavy denim fabric, slightly 
stretch to improve riding comfort. -- Interior 
Dupont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforcement panels 

in the seat and knee areas. -- Adjustable and 
removable CE certified knee protectors. -- 
Oscar authentic trims.

CHARLIE DENIM PANTS
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-38 US

332 8915 7011
RAW INDIGO

332 8915 70
BLUE

Slim tapered fit. -- Heavy canvas, slightly 
stretch to improve riding comfort. -- Interior 
Dupont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforcement panels 
in the seat and knee areas. -- Adjustable and 

removable CE certified knee protectors. -- 
Oscar authentic trims.

TOM CANVAS PANTS
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-38 US

332 8315 10 BLACK 332 8315 80 BROWN
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Leather construction. -- Synthetic 
reinforcement panels on the palm. -- 
Perforated top leather. -- Over-molded PU 
knuckle protection with perforated leather 

covering. -- Pre-curved fit. -- Zipper wrist 
opening. -- Oscar authentic trims.

RAYBURN LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

350 8315 10
BLACK

350 8315 810
TOBACCO BROWN
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Leather construction. -- Synthetic 
reinforcement panels on the palm. -- 
Perforated top leather. -- EVA foam padding 
reinforcement on knuckle and fingers for 

comfort and fit. -- Pre-curved fit. -- Velcro 
strap wrist closure. -- Oscar authentic trims.

ROBINSON LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

Full Leather construction. -- Double palm 
leather layer. -- Stretch wrist. -- External 

stitching. -- Oscar authentic heat stamp.

BANDIT LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

350 8515 10
BLACK

350 8515 810
TOBACCO BROWN

350 8915 10
BLACK

350 8915 86
TAN
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281 8915 80
BROWN

281 8915 10
BLACK

Hand-finished leather upper. -- Toe box 
and heel counter internal reinforcement 
give structured support and impact 
resistance. -- Alpinestars’ new anatomical 
foam-backed dual-density PU ankle disk 
protection. -- Removable microfiber 
footbed features anatomically shaped 
arch and heel with Lycra top layer for 
comfort. -- Rear leather accordion collar 
for comfort. -- Heel pull tab designed to 
avoid catching the pant leg. -- Plush 3D 

highly breathable mesh inner liner. -- 
Gusseted tongue to keep out wind, water 
and dirt. -- Moccasin toe seam scored 
to add strength. -- Toe is padded and 
uniquely-patterned to work excellently 
with the gear shifter. -- Subtle heel for 
registering the foot pegs. -- Alpinestars’ 
exclusive oil-resistant rubber compound 
sole and exclusive grip pattern on sole. -- 
Metal eyelet lacing closure system. -- Cat 
2 CE certified to 89/686/ecc EU directive.

MONTY SHOES
ROAD RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

WALKING COMFORT FIT





Fully constructed from supple and durable 
full-grain leather. -- Strong and supple 
goat leather used for the palm and finger 
construction for superior durability. -- 
Ergonomically profiled carbon fiber knuckle 
provides exceptional impact and abrasion 
protection. -- Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge 
prevents excessive finger roll and separation 
during impacts. -- Palm and outer edge of 
hand reinforced with suede and leather. -- 
Innovative palm rubber patches extremely 
durable at abrasion. -- Injected TPU palm 
and finger sliders for superior impact 
and abrasion resistance. -- Touch screen 

compatible fingertip on index finger for 
use of touch screen devices. -- Accordion 
flex inserts on fingers and outer thumb. -- 
Vented back hand TPR for climate control. 
-- Strategically positioned ventilation 
perforations on finger sidewalls. -- Leather 
reinforcements cover finger and sidewalls for 
durability. -- Thumb, fingers, top of hand and 
wrist are reinforced with 4mm perforated 
foam padding. -- Gauntlet-style cuff includes 
TPR Astars logo and secure, adjustable dual 
Velcro closure. -- Pre-curved finger design 
reduces fatigue.

SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

355 8115 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 8115 10
BLACK

355 8115 125
 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO



Women specific fit. -- Fully constructed 
from supple and durable full-grain leather. 
-- Strong and supple goat leather used for 
the palm and finger construction for superior 
durability. -- Ergonomically profiled carbon 
fiber knuckle provides exceptional impact 
and abrasion protection. -- Patented 3rd/4th 
finger bridge prevents excessive finger roll 
and separation during impacts. -- Palm and 
outer edge of hand reinforced with suede 
and leather. -- Innovative palm rubber 
patches extremely durable at abrasion. 
-- Injected TPU palm and finger sliders for 
superior impact and abrasion resistance. 

-- Touch screen compatible fingertip on 
index finger for use of touch screen devices. 
-- Accordion flex inserts on fingers and 
outer thumb. -- Vented back hand TPR for 
climate control. -- Strategically positioned 
ventilation perforations on finger sidewalls. 
-- Leather reinforcements cover finger and 
sidewalls for durability. -- Thumb, fingers, top 
of hand and wrist are reinforced with 4mm 
perforated foam padding. -- Gauntlet-style 
cuff includes TPR Astars logo and secure, 
adjustable dual Velcro closure. -- Pre-curved 
finger design reduces fatigue.

STELLA SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: XS-L

351 8115 12
BLACK WHITE

351 8115 10
BLACK

Strong and supple leather used for the 
palm and knuckle construction for superior 
durability. -- Synthetic leather finger 
fourchettes for enhanced comfort and feel. 
-- Synthetic leather reinforcements on the 
palm and outer hand landing zones provide 
maximum abrasion resistance in key impact 
zones. -- Touch screen compatible fingertip 
on index finger and thumb for use of touch 
screen devices. -- Ergonomically profiled 

carbon fiber knuckle provides exceptional 
impact and abrasion protection. -- Cuff and 
thumb are padded with energy absorbing 
EVA foam for additional protection. -- TPR 
details on fingers and backhand. -- Ventilated 
finger sidewalls help keep the hands cool 
when riding. -- Pre-curved finger construction 
and Silicone finger grips. -- Wide Velcro wrist 
closure for easy glove entry and secure 
closure.

SMX-2 AIR CARBON GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

COLOR ADDITION
356 7714 12

BLACK WHITE
356 7714 10

BLACK
356 7714 31
RED BLACK

356 7714 61
GREEN BLACK

356 7714 1053
BLACK WHITE YELLOW RED

29
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The NUCLEON KR-1 hybrid back protector 
incorporates race-oriented back protection 
CE certified. -- Level 2 to the latest back 
protector standard revision (EN1621-2:2014). 
-- Featuring hard-shell vertebrae protection 
and high energy absorbing viscoelastic 
memory foam, this innovative hybrid back 

protector is uncompromising in safety and 
performance. -- Ergonomically profiled 
for sport riding with superb ventilation 
and a special waist adjustment belt for 
a customized fit – the NUCLEON KR-1 is 
extremely lightweight and breathable. 

NUCLEON KR-1 PROTECTOR
ROAD BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL

2 2

The NUCLEON KR-R hybrid back protector is 
an innovative track and race back protector 
CE certified Level 2 to the latest back 
protector standard revision (EN1621-2:2014). 
-- With performance cooling, flexibility and 
anatomical contouring, this hybrid of hard 
shell and energy absorbing viscoelastic 

memory foam is lightweight and breathable 
for optimized protection and comfort. 
-- Features include waist adjustment for 
customized fit, a snap-on system to fix 
protector to a suit or jacket and a slim 
vented kidney belt for added security. 

NUCLEON KR-R PROTECTOR
RACE BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL

650 4515 12
BLACK WHITE

650 5015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
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2

The NUCLEON KR-2 is a premium adventure 
touring back protector CE certified Level 2 to 
the latest back protector standard revision 
(EN1621-2:2014). -- Extremely lightweight, 
highly breathable and incorporating 
reinforced protection this back protector is 
optimized for comfort on longer journeys. 

-- An innovative fusion of energy absorbing 
viscoelastic memory foam with articulated 
vertebrae protection - the NUCLEON KR-2 
is flexible and ergonomically profiled for 
performance. 

NUCLEON KR-2 PROTECTOR
ADVENTURE TOURING PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL

650 4615 13
BLACK RED

CE Certified Level 1 to the latest back protector 
standard revision (prEN 1621-2:2010) allowing 
a slimmer, more ergonomic design. -- The 
new dual density cell structure technology 
combines two different materials to offer 
lightweight impact protection with exceptional 
breathability and comfort. -- Ergonomic 
protection plates contour to the natural curve 
of the back ensuring optimum fit while riding. 
Protection plates have special lateral “wings” 

that flex to fit the movement of the shoulder 
blades and wrap around the kidneys when in 
the riding position. -- Breathable inner mesh. 
-- Adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder 
straps via a snap fit system to allow a more 
comfortable use of the protector under leather 
suits. -- Wide belt featuring a dual Velcro® 
closure system. -- Conceived as a modular 
system, enabling a wide size range. 

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL

650 4011 20
WHITE

650 4011 10
BLACK

1
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The NUCLEON KR-2i soft back protector 
insert is CE-certified Level 2 to the latest 
back protector standard (EN1621-2:2014). 
-- Extremely lightweight, flexible and 
ergonomically profiled for an optimized 
anatomical fit the NUCLEON KR-2i 
incorporates an airflow system for cooling 

and comfort. -- The highly protective 
NUCLEON KR-2i back protector is quick and 
convenient to insert and fits unobtrusively 
within a rider’s jacket or suit for the ultimate 
in safety performance. 

NUCLEON KR-2i PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - SIZE: S-M-L 

2

650 1615 10
BLACK

The NUCLEON KR-1i Hybrid Back Protector 
Insert is CE certified Level 2 to the latest 
back protector standard revision (EN1621-
2:2014). -- Fusing together a lightweight, 
perforated hard shell and energy absorbing 
foam, this hybrid protector insert offers 
excellent impact resistance while being 

flexible and anatomically contoured. -- With 
its innovative cooling airflow channel system 
the NUCLEON KR-1i Hybrid Back Protector 
Insert offers optimized levels of protection 
and comfort for sport and street riding. 

NUCLEON KR-1i PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - SIZE: S-M-L 

2

650 4115 12
BLACK WHITE
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The NUCLEON KR-C features an easy to use 
divided chest protector certified to prEN 
1621-3:2013. -- An innovative harness system 
allows the fast connection to the NUCLEON 
back protectors KR-1 and KR-2.. -- Highly 

vented and very lightweight, the ergonomic 
designed protectors are excellent for touring 
and sport riding in combination with the 
KR-1 and KR-2..

NUCLEON KR-C PROTECTOR
CHEST HARNESS FOR BACK PROTECTORS - SIZE: XS/S

1

650 8615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

2

The NUCLEON KR-CiR is a high performance, 
lightweight track and race chest protector 
certified. -- Level 2 to prEN 1621-3:2013. 

-- Perfect combination with the KR-R back 
protector for maximum protection. 

NUCLEON KR-CiR PROTECTOR
CHEST INSERT - SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL

The NUCLEON KR-Ci features an easy-to-use divided chest 
protector insert for men, certified to prEN 1621-3:2013. -- 
Highly ventilated and very lightweight, the ergonomically 
designed protector is excellent for everyday riding.

NUCLEON KR-Ci 
PROTECTOR
CHEST INSERT - SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL

The NUCLEON KR-TB features a lightweight and easy to use 
back protection extension for the lowest part of your spine 
(coccyx). -- Can be fitted on the KR-1, KR-R and KR-2 back 
protectors.

NUCLEON KR-TB 
PROTECTOR
TAIL BONE FOR BACK PROTECTORS - SIZE: XS-XL

670 2015 10
BLACK

670 2115 10
BLACK

678 2115 10
BLACK

670 2515 12
BLACK WHITE

11

The KR-CiW (women) featureS an easy-to-use divided chest 
protector insert women, certified to prEN 1621-3:2013. -- 
Highly ventilated and very lightweight, the ergonomically 
designed protector IS excellent for everyday riding.

NUCLEON KR-CiW 
PROTECTOR
WOMEN’S CHEST INSERT - SIZE: OS
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100% polyester construction. -- Sport 
silhouette engineered for a low profile 
aerodynamic performance while riding. -- 
Fully expandable from 18L to 24L (approx). 
-- Built-in helmet carrier. -- YKK® semi-
auto locking zip to ensure secure closure 
while riding. -- Zipper puller. -- Internal Lap 
Top sleeve which fits most 15” Lap Top 
Computers. -- Internal organizer pockets. -- 
Internal sleeve for Nucleon KR-2i Back Insert 
application. -- Rain cover stored into lower 

zippered pocket. -- Conduit for hydration 
hose. -- Anatomical, adjustable, padded 
shoulder straps with chest connection 
strap for additional security and comfort. 
-- Innovative shoulder strap adjustment. -- 
Innovative adjustable waist strap for security 
which also features built-in zippered kidney 
pockets. -- Anatomical back padding built 
with 3D vented mesh. -- TPR and embroidered 
logo details. -- Reflective printed details.

TECH AERO BACKPACK
BAGS - SIZE: 18 TO 24 LITRE CAPACITY / 21.25 ” x 12.5” x 7” / 54 x 32 x 18 cm

610 7115 12 
BLACK WHITE
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100% polyester construction. -- Sport 
silhouette engineered for a low profile 
aerodynamic performance while riding. -- 
23 litre capacity with internal laptop sleeve 
pocket to accommodate 15” computers. 
-- Anatomical, adjustable, padded shoulder 
straps with chest connection strap for 
additional security and comfort. -- Innovative 
shoulder strap adjustment. -- Innovative 

adjustable waist strap for security which also 
features built-in zippered kidney pockets. 
-- Anatomical back padding built with 3D 
vented mesh. -- Built-in Helmet carrier. -- 
Rain cover stored into internal pocket. -- TPR 
and embroidered logo details. -- Reflective 
printed logo and details. -- YKK® semi-auto 
locking zip to ensure secure closure while 
riding. -- Zipper puller.

CHARGER R BACKPACK
BAGS - SIZE: 23 LITRE CAPACITY / 18.75” x 13” x 7” / 48 x 33 x 18 cm

610 7015 12
BLACK WHITE
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222 0015 122 BLACK WHITE VENTED

222 0015 10 BLACK 222 0015 12 BLACK WHITE

222 0015 125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

222 0015 132 BLACK RED WHITE

Durable and technical microfiber upper 
construction offering superb levels of flexibility. 
-- Front flex area is constructed with a 
redesigned soft TPU over inject on breathable 
mesh with shaped reliefs for improve abrasion 
resistance and natural forward and back 
movements. -- Flexible accordion microfiber 
stretch at Achilles allows natural movement. 
-- Top gaiter follows leg contour and is made 
of flexible high-grade synthetic leather 
reinforced with PU for maintaining shape. 
-- Full length suede microfiber panel on inner 
side of the boot provides a smooth surface 
for excellent grip and feel against the bike 
and protects from abrasion and heat. -- New 
redesigned lightweight rubber compound sole 
offers excellent grip and feel and allows for 
natural flex as the rider changes position and 
pressure on the foot-peg. -- Flexible, lightweight 
toe shifter allows feel for changing gears. 
-- Strategically positioned ventilation in heel 
and shin TPU guides air through the boot, on 
vented version. -- Extremely protective, flexible 
and comfortable with excellent aerodynamics. 
-- Separate internal bio-mechanical ankle brace 

works with the outer structure of the boot to 
form a protective system allowing full and free 
movement of the foot, ankle and leg. -- New 
External TPU shin protection wraps around 
to outer calf and is engineered to spread and  
dissipate impact energy across the entire 
surface while remaining compact. Replaceable 
Clip-on Shin-slider improves protection from 
abrasion - Vented sections promote airflow 
into the boot. -- Integrated replaceable co-
injected TPU/Aluminium Toe slider features 
new easy screw fixing concept provides feel 
and protects the outer toe box structure from 
abrasion. -- Replaceable nylon heel plate slider 
protects from impact and reduces friction in 
the event of a crash. -- Outside entry/exit has 
stretch accordion panel for a close fit and ease 
of entrance and removal. -- Zip mounted on 
soft TPU stretch panel gives easy closure with 
excellent fit – additional TPU Zip slider reduces 
friction in the event of a crash. Velcro tab lock 
the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure. 
-- Micro adjustable redesign ratchet top closure 
stows tab end inside calf TPU. -- Supertech R is 
CE certified.

SUPERTECH R BOOT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING 

PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 39-48
CORRESPONDING TO: 6-12.5 US

RACING FIT

ANKLE BRACE

NEW INTEGRATED REPLACEABLE 
CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER 
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Contoured high modulus shin plate 
protector gives superior impact and 
abrasion resistance. -- Alpinestars unique 
Multi Link Control system provides 
advanced external protection and support 
for ankle articulation, limiting hyper-
torsion, hyper-extension and hyper- 
flexion as well as providing Achilles and 
ankle impact protection. -- Wide heel 
counter with lateral ventilation extends 
to the ankle and is combined with a shock 
absorbing padded insert and self-molding 
ankle protectors. -- IntegrateD replaceable 
bI-injectED TPU slider features new easy 
screw fixing concept. -- Replaceable heel 
slider and external side heel slider are 
positioned to dissipate and absorb shock 
and promote sliding during an accident. 
-- Large front and rear asymmetrical 
accordion zones are optimized to maximize 
flexibility for maximum comfort and 
improved safety. -- Advanced microfiber 

upper construction for lightweight high 
performance protection. -- Durable sole, 
designed for improved riding feel, features 
evenly textured rubber for consistent 
grip, with aqua dynamic grooves to drain 
the water efficiently. -- Inner instep made 
with Dupont™ Kevlar® with metal eyelet 
lacing closure and a unique lateral zipper 
offer precise and secure fitting. -- Elastic 
mounted zipper gives easy closure with 
excellent fit. Velcro tab locks the zip 
pull closed, keeping it flat and secure. 
-- Micro adjustable ratchet buckle closure 
on the calf features a hidden strap for 
security. -- Advanced synthetic forefoot 
lining, laminated with open cell foam for 
shock absorption and highly breathable 
lining in ankle and leg areas for comfort. 
-- Alpinestars anatomical and replaceable 
countered EVA footbed provides arch 
support and forefoot pedal feeling. -- The 
SMX Plus boot is CE certified.

SMX PLUS BOOT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES:EUR 36-48
CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US

222 1015 125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

222 1015 132 BLACK RED WHITE

222 1015 12 BLACK WHITE

222 1015 10 BLACK222 1015 128 BLACK WHITE RED VENTED

SPORT FIT

NEW CO-INJECTED 
TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER AVAILABLE AS 
ACCESSORY
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SPORT FIT

233 1015 10 BLACK 

Full Gore-Tex® membrane liner ensures 
100% waterproof performance with 
excellent breathability for riding comfort. 
-- Contoured high modulus shin plate 
protector gives superior impact and 
abrasion resistance. -- Alpinestars unique 
Multi Link Control system provides 
advanced external protection and support 
for ankle articulation, limiting hyper-
torsion, hyper-extension and hyper- 
flexion as well as providing Achilles and 
ankle impact protection. -- Wide heel 
counter with lateral ventilation extends 
to the ankle and is combined with a shock 
absorbing padded insert and self-molding 
ankle protectors. -- Dual density TPU toe 
slider, replaceable, with screw-in assembly 
providing protective coverage around the 
outer toe area. -- Replaceable heel slider 
and external side heel slider are positioned 
to dissipate and absorb shock and promote 
sliding during an accident. -- Large front 
and rear asymmetrical accordion zones 
are optimized to maximize flexibility for 

maximum comfort and improved safety. -- 
Advanced microfiber upper construction for 
lightweight high performance protection. -- 
Durable sole, designed for improved riding 
feel, features evenly textured rubber for 
consistent grip, with aqua dynamic grooves 
to drain the water efficiently. -- Inner instep 
made with Dupont™ Kevlar® with metal 
eyelet lacing closure and a unique lateral 
zipper offer precise and secure fitting. -- 
Elastic mounted zipper gives easy closure 
with excellent fit. Velcro tab locks the zip 
pull closed, keeping it flat and secure. 
-- Micro adjustable ratchet buckle closure 
on the calf features a hidden strap for 
security. -- Advanced synthetic forefoot 
lining, laminated with open cell foam for 
shock absorption and highly breathable 
lining in ankle and leg areas for comfort. 
-- Alpinestars anatomical and replaceable 
countered EVA footbed provides arch 
support and forefoot pedal feeling. -- The 
SMX Plus GORE-TEX® boot is CE certified.

SMX PLUS GORE-TEX® BOOT
ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING

PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 36-48
CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US

NEW CO-INJECTED 
TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER AVAILABLE AS 
ACCESSORY
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SPORT FIT

Durable hi-tech micro-fibre upper 
construction offering superb levels of 
flexibility. -- Ergonomic new last for 
forefoot streamlining and superior fit and 
comfort. -- Innovative TPU lateral ankle 
brace protection provides biomechanical 
support between lateral top calf/shin 
and ankle and offers improved structural 
integrity. -- New Alpinestars’ exclusive 
compound rubber sole promotes 
improved water run-off and grip. -- Air 
vents on the heel counter and shin plate 
plus breathable mesh inserts. -- High 
modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter, shift pad and 
lateral ankle brace. -- Double density 
ankle protector on medial side layered 
under the upper. -- Integrated, replaceable 

bi-injected TPU slider features new 
easy screw fixing concept. -- Innovative 
instep and Achilles accordion flex zone 
construction for superior comfort, control 
and support. -- Internal insole with the 
shank reinforcement integrated for added 
support to the arch area. -- Medial side 
entry opening/closure system features 
elastic-mounted zipper with wide Velcro 
closure. Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed, 
keeping it flat and secure. -- Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access. -- Internal toe 
box protection is layered under the upper. 
-- Breathable textile interior lining features 
anti-sliding suede reinforcement on heel 
area. -- New removable anatomic footbed 
includes EVA and Lycra for comfort and 
support. -- The S-MX 6 boot is CE certified.

SMX 6 BOOT
PERFORMANCE RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES:EUR 36-50
CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US

COLOR ADDITION 
222 3014 12 BLACK WHITE

COLOR ADDITION 
222 3014 132 BLACK RED WHITE 222 3014 10 BLACK

222 3014 100 BLACK VENTED 222 3014 13 BLACK RED

NEW CO-INJECTED 
TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER AVAILABLE AS 
ACCESSORY
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WOMEN’S SPORT FIT

WATER
PROOF

224 3115 10 BLACK

Specifically engineered for women. 
-- Durable hi-tech micro-fibre upper 
construction offering superb levels of 
flexibility. -- Ergonomic new last for 
forefoot streamlining and superior fit and 
comfort. -- Innovative TPU lateral ankle 
brace protection provides biomechanical 
support between lateral top calf/shin 
and ankle and offers improved structural 
integrity. -- New Alpinestars’ exclusive 
compound rubber sole promotes 
improved water run-off and grip. -- Air 
vents on the heel counter and shin plate 
plus breathable mesh inserts. -- High 
modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter, shift pad and 
lateral ankle brace. -- Double density 
ankle protector on medial side layered 
under the upper. -- Integrated, replaceable 
bi-injected TPU slider features new 

easy screw fixing concept. -- Innovative 
instep and Achilles accordion flex zone 
construction for superior comfort, control 
and support. -- Internal insole with the 
shank reinforcement integrated for added 
support to the arch area. -- Medial side 
entry opening/closure system features 
elastic-mounted zipper with wide Velcro 
closure. Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed, 
keeping it flat and secure. -- Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access. -- Internal toe 
box protection is layered under the upper. 
-- Breathable textile interior lining features 
anti-sliding suede reinforcement on heel 
area. -- New removable anatomic footbed 
includes EVA and Lycra for comfort and 
support. -- The S-MX 6 boot is CE certified.

STELLA SMX 6 WP WOMEN’S BOOT
WOMENS’ RACING / ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING

PRODUCED SIZES: 36-43 EUR 
CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11 US WOMEN

NEW CO-INJECTED 
TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER AVAILABLE AS 
ACCESSORY
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SPORT COMFORT FIT

The main upper material is microfiber. 
-- Front and rear accordions made by 
lightweight microfiber that offer superior 
comfort. -- External TPU protection on the 
outer ankle and heel counter from impact 
while abrasion. -- Medial side is protected 
by an inner TPU ankle disk double density. 
-- High modulus TPU injected: shift pad 
, Heel counter, Medial strap and Lateral 
Ankle Buckle holder. -- New integrated 
replaceable bi-injected TPU slider with a 
new screw fixing concept. -- Combination 
medial zipper and Velcro on medial side and 

additional closure adjust by Velcro in the 
Lateral top collar. -- Instep closure system 
made by slim buckle with aluminum arm 
with micro closure regulation. -- Internal 
toe box reinforcement layered under the 
microfiber. -- Breathable textile lining with 
anti-sliding microfiber suede on the heel. 
-- Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed. 
-- Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber 
compound sole. -- The SMX 3 boot is CE 
Certified.

SMX 3 BOOT
PERFORMANCE RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES: 38-50 EUR 
CORRESPONDING TO: 5-14 US

COLOR ADDITION 
222 4014 1012 BLACK GRAPHIC 222 4014 10 BLACK 222 4014 122 BLACK RED

NEW CO-INJECTED 
TPU/ALUMINIUM TOE 
SLIDER AVAILABLE AS 
ACCESSORY
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SPORT COMFORT FIT

The main upper material is microfiber. 
-- Front and rear accordions made by 
lightweight microfiber that offer superior 
comfort. -- Exclusive Dupont™ Kevlar® 
speed lacing system derived from 
Alpinestars MOTOGP technology and 
sure quick precise and secure closure. 
-- higher closure system with adjustable 
Velcro strap. -- TPR toe and dual density 
TPU ankles protector. -- TPU heel counter 

protect from impact while abrasion. -- High 
modulus TPU injected: shift pad , and Heel 
counter. -- Internal toe box reinforcement 
layered under the microfiber. -- Breathable 
textile lining with anti-sliding microfiber 
suede on the heel. -- Removable anatomic 
EVA foam footbed. -- Alpinestars exclusive 
vulcanized rubber compound sole. -- Cat 
2 CE certified to 89/686/ECC EU Directive

SP-1 BOOT
ROAD RIDING

PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 36-50
CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US

251 1015 1235 BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO 251 1015 10 BLACK 251 1015 12 BLACK WHITE
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Upper made of supple microfiber material. 
-- Tongue and collar soft padding for 
durable comfort. -- High-Frequency Rear 
reflex on the Achilles area for a better 
visibility. -- Textile lining with anti-
sliding microfiber suede on the heel. 
-- Lace closure system with adjustable 
Velcro Strap. -- TPR Toe and Dual density 
TPU ankles protector. -- Shift pad with 

debossed texture for added grip. -- Internal 
toe box and heel counter are layered 
under the upper. -- Extremely lightweight 
rubber sole with laser-ablated textured 
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort 
and integrated steel shank for enhanced 
sole rigidity. -- PU midsole on the heel for 
added comfort. -- Anatomical profiled EVA 
Foam footbed with replaceable.

FASTER SHOE
ROAD RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES: 6 -14 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

251 0214 10 BLACK

WALKING COMFORT FIT

251 0214 123 BLACK WHITE RED

COLOR ADDITION 
251 0214 1235 BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO

COLOR ADDITION 
251 0214 12 BLACK WHITE
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COLOR ADDITION 
251 0314 1235 BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO

Upper made of Lightweight microfiber 
material. -- Lateral calf in Air mesh for 
to provide a superior ventilation. -- 
Tongue and Collar with micro perforated 
microfiber for entrance ventilation. -- 
Tongue and collar soft padding for durable 
comfort. -- High-Frequency Rear reflex on 
the Achilles area for a better visibility. -- 
Plush 3D Mesh Breathable on the collar 
and Tongue with anti-sliding microfiber 
suede on the heel. -- Lace closure system 

with adjustable Velcro Strap. -- TPR Toe 
and Dual density TPU ankles protector. -- 
Shift pad with debossed texture for added 
grip. -- Internal toe box and heel counter 
are layered under the upper. -- Extremely 
lightweight rubber sole with laser-ablated 
textured grip layered with PU midsole for 
comfort and integrated steel shank for 
enhanced sole rigidity. -- PU midsole on 
the heel for added comfort. -- Anatomical 
profiled EVA Foam footbed replaceable.

FASTER VENTED SHOE
ROAD RIDING

PRODUCED SIZES: 6 -14 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

WALKING COMFORT FIT

251 0314 10 BLACK
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Upper made of supple microfiber material. 
-- Tongue and collar soft padding for 
durable comfort. -- High-Frequency Rear 
reflex on the Achilles area for a better 
visibility. -- Textile lining with anti-
sliding microfiber suede on the heel. 
-- Lace closure system with adjustable 
Velcro Strap. -- TPR Toe and Dual density 
TPU ankles protector. -- Shift pad with 

debossed texture for added grip. -- Internal 
toe box and heel counter are layered 
under the upper. -- Extremely lightweight 
rubber sole with laser-ablated textured 
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort 
and integrated steel shank for enhanced 
sole rigidity. -- PU midsole on the heel for 
added comfort. -- Anatomical profiled EVA 
Foam footbed replaceable.

STELLA FASTER WOMEN’S SHOE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING
PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR

COLOR ADDITION 
251 0414 12 BLACK WHITE

WOMEN’S WALKING 
COMFORT FIT

251 0414 139 BLACK PINK
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WOMEN’S WALKING 
COMFORT FIT

WATER
PROOF

COLOR ADDITION 
261 2114 1005 SHINY BLACK

Specifically engineered to ensure 
optimized female fit. -- Black/Bronze made 
of shiny leather upper with microfiber 
chassis. -- White/woven version made 
of woven leather upper with microfiber 
chassis. -- Dove/gray/red made of vintage 
leather with microfiver chassis. -- Rear 
collar with microfiber suede. -- Traditional 
metal eyelet lacing closure system, which 

provides an adaptable and comfortable 
fit. -- Waterproof membrane. -- Double 
density ankle protector on medial and 
lateral side. -- Tongue and ankle soft 
padding for durable comfort. -- Internal 
toe box and heel counter reinforcement 
is layered under the upper. -- Anatomical 
profiled PU Foam footbed replaceable. -- 
Dual color cup sole.

STELLA JOSEY WP WOMEN’S SHOE
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING

PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR

261 2114 973 DOVE GRAY RED
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WALKING COMFORT FIT

Lightweight microfiber upper material. 
-- Perforated microfiber on lateral and 
medial panels, plus tongue & Toe box for 
enhanced ventilation. -- TPU Dual density 
MX ankle protectors applied between the 
upper to the lining gives protection and 
support to the ankles. -- Tongue and 

ankle soft padding for durable comfort. 
-- Toe box and heel counter internal 
reinforcement. -- Replaceable anatomical 
EVA footbed. -- Double color cup rubber 
sole. -- Cat 2 CE certified to 89/686/ECC 
EU Directive.

STADIUM SHOE
ROAD RIDING / CASUAL
PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US
CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

251 9115 1536 BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED 251 9115 1237 BLACK WHITE RED BLUE
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WAIST TO
SHOULDERS

(WTS)*

NUCLEON BACK PROTECTORS SIZE CHART
CHECK

1

BODY MEASUREMENTS

BODY HEIGHT (cm)

2 WAIST (CM)

3

WAIST TO SHOULDER 38 -43 (cm)

WAIST TO SHOULDER 43-48 (cm)

WAIST TO SHOULDER 48-51 (cm)

144-158 159-163 164-167 168-171 172-175 176-179 180-183 184-187 188-191 192-195 192-195 196-199

68-76 76-88 88-100 100-116

WTS* 43/48

WTS* 48-51

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE

EURO SIZE 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

196-199

WTS* 38-43

64

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

SELECT

SELECT

BACK PROTECTORS NUCLEON KR-1 / KR-2 / KR-R - 5 SIZES AVAILABLE ( 3 PROTECTORS DIMENSION )

NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE XS S M L XL

WAIST BELT LENGHT (cm) 41 cm 44 cm 47 cm 51 cm 54 cm

SIZE SMALL SIZE MEDIUM SIZE LARGEPROTECTION DIMENSION

Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*

BACK INSERT NUCLEON KR-1I / KR-2I - 3 SIZE AVAILABLE

NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE

PROTECTION DIMENSION

S M L

SIZE SMALL SIZE MEDIUM SIZE LARGE

Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*
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MODELS SIZE S SIZE M SIZE L
ATEM LEATHER 2PC LEATHER SUIT / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
ATEM LEATHER JACKET / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
CELER LEATHER JACKET / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
MOTEGI LEATHER JACKET / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET / SIZE 44>50 SIZE 52>64
T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET / SIZE XS>M SIZE L>4XL
FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET / SIZE XS>M SIZE L>4XL
T-GP R AIR JACKET / SIZE S>M SIZE L>4XL
LUC AIR JACKET / SIZE S>M SIZE L>4XL
ELOISE AIR JACKET SIZE XS>S  SIZE M>3XL  /

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR INSERT 
NUCLEON KR-1i and KR-2i BACK PROTECTOR INSERT FITTING GUIDE

NUCLEON CHEST INSERT PROTECTORS SIZE CHART

MEN

BODY MEASUREMENTS

BODY HEIGHT (cm)

WAIST (cm)

CHEST (cm)

144-158 159-163 164-167 168-171 172-175 176-179 180-183 184-187 188-191 192-195 192-195 196-199

68-76 76-88 88-100 100-116

94-114

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE

EURO SIZE 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

196-199

82-94

64

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

CHEST INSERTS KR-C / KR-Ci - KR-CiR - MEN - 2 Sizes available

NUCLEON CHEST PROTECTOR MEN XS/S (TYPE A) M/L/XL (TYPE B)

TAIL BONE - 1 SIZE

NUCLEON KR-TB OS - ONE SIZE

WOMEN

BODY MEASUREMENTS

BODY HEIGHT (cm)

WAIST (cm)

CHEST (cm)

144-156 157-160 161-164 165-168 169-172 173-176 177-180 181-184 181-184 185-188

58-66 66-80 80-94

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE

EURO SIZE 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

74-114

XXS XS S M L XL XXL

CHEST INSERTS WOMEN - One Size

NUCLEON KR-CIW OS - ONE SIZE



HOW TO MEASURE
A. Chest - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Waist - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Hip - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
D. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
F. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
G. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

MEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART
40

78- 82

71-72

42

82-86

73-74

44

86-90

75-76

46

90-94

77-78

48

94-98

79-80

50

98-102

81-82

52

102-106

83-84

54

106-110

85-86

56

110-114

87-88

58

114-118

89-90

60

118-122

89-90

62

122-126

91-92

XXS

24

48-49

64-68

49-50

30

79-83

150-156

XS

26

50-51

68-72

51-52

32

83-87

157-163

S

28

52-53

72-76

53-54

34

87-91

164-167

M

30

54-55

76-80

55-56

36

91-95

168-171

L

32

56-57

80-84

57-58

38

95-99

172-175

XL

34

58-59

84-88

59-60

40

99-103

176-179

XXL

36

60-61

88-92

61-62

42

103-107

180-183

3XL

38

62-63

92-96

63-64

44

107-111

184-187

4XL

40

64-65

96-100

65-66

46

111-115

188-191

42

66-67

100-104

67-68

48

115-119

192-195

44

68-69

104-108

67-68

50

119-123

192-195

46

70-71

108-112

69-70

52

123-127

196-199

64

126-130

91-92

48

72-73

112-116

69-70

54

127-131

196-199

EURO SIZE

A. CHEST (CM)

E. INSEAM (CM)

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

B. WAIST (CM)

F. OUTER ARM (CM)

U.S. PANT SIZE

D. THIGH (CM)

U.S. SIZE

C. HIP (CM)

G. HEIGHT (CM)

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

28 - 28 ¾

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

28 ¾ - 29 ⅛

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

29 ½ - 29 ⅞

35 ⅜ - 37

30 ⅜ - 30 ¾

37 - 38 ⅝

31 ⅛ - 31 ½

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

31 ⅞ - 32 ¼

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

32 ⅝ - 33 ⅛

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

33 ½ - 33 ⅞

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

34 ¼ - 34 ⅝

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

35 - 35 ⅜

46 ½ - 48

35 - 35 ⅜

48 - 49 ⅝

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

19 ⅜ - 19 ⅝

25 ¼ - 26 ¾

19 ¼ - 20 ⅛

31 ⅛ - 32 ⅝

4’11” - 5’1”

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

20 ⅛ - 20 ¾

32 ⅝ - 34 ¼

5’2” - 5’4”

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

20 ⅞ - 21 ¼

34 ¼ - 35 ⅞

5’4” - 5’5”

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

21 ⅝ - 22

35 ⅞ - 37 ⅜

5’6” - 5’7”

22 - 22 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

22 ½ - 22 ⅞

37 ⅜ - 39

5’7” - 5’8”

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

33 ⅛ - 34 ⅝

23 ¼ - 23 ⅝

39 - 40 ½

5’9” - 5’10”

23 ⅝ - 24

34 ⅝ - 36 ¼

24 - 24 ⅜

40 ½ - 42 ⅛

5’11” - 6’

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

36 ¼ - 37 ¾

24 ¾ - 25 ¼

42 ⅛ - 43 ¾

6’ - 6’2”

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

37 ¾ - 39 ¼

25 ⅝ - 26

43 ¾ - 45 ¼

6’2” - 6’3”

26 - 26 ⅜

39 ¼ - 41

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

45 ¼ - 46 ⅞ 

6’3” - 6’5”

26 ¾ - 27 ⅛

41 - 42 ½

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

46 ⅞ - 48 ⅜ 

6’3” - 6’5”

27 ½ - 28

42 ½ - 44 ⅛

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

48 ⅜ - 50

6’5” - 6’6”

49 ⅝ - 51 ⅛

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

28 ⅜ - 28 ½

44 ⅛ - 45 ⅝

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

50 - 51 ⅝

6’5” - 6’6”

A. CHEST (INCHES)

E. INSEAM (INCHES)

B. WAIST (INCHES)

F. OUTER ARM (INCHES)

D. THIGH (INCHES)

C. HIP (INCHES)

G. HEIGHT (INCHES)

A

F

B

C
D

G

E

HOW TO MEASURE

A. Chest   
Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.

B. Waist   
Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.

C. Hip    
Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.

D. Thigh   
Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.

E. Inseam   
Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.

F. Arm Length 
Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.

G. Height   
Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head,
keeping the tape vertical.

YOUTH APPAREL SIZE CHART

60.5 - 65.5

51.1 - 56.5

39 - 43

68 - 72

109 - 120

65.5 - 70.5

54 - 58

56.5 - 61.5

70.5 - 75.5

58 - 62

40 - 42

61.5 - 66.5

75.5 - 80.5

62 - 66

42 - 44

66.5 - 71.5

66 - 70

44 - 46 46 - 48

43 - 47

72 - 76

120 -130

47 - 51

76 - 80

130 - 145

51 - 55

80 - 84

145 - 159

A. CHEST (CM)

E. INSEAM (CM)

B. WAIST (CM)

F. ARM LENGTH (CM)

D. THIGH (CM)

22 24 26 28

S

6-7

M

8-10

L

11-12

XL

13-14

U.S. SIZE

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

YEARS

C. HIP (CM)

G. HEIGHT (CM)

23 ⅞ - 25 ¾

20 ⅛ - 22 ¼

15 ⅜ - 16 ⅞

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

3’7” - 3’11”

25 ¾ - 27 ¾

21 ¼ - 25 ¾

22 ¼ - 24 ¼

27 ¾ - 29 ¾

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

15 ¾ - 16 ½

24 ¼ - 26 ⅛

29 ¾ - 31 ¾

24 ⅜ - 26

16 ½ - 17 ⅜

26 ⅛ - 28 ⅛

26 - 27 ½

17 ⅜ - 18 ⅛ 18 ⅛ - 18 ⅞

16 ⅞ - 18 ½

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

3’11” - 4’3”

18 ½ - 20 ⅛

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

4’3” - 4’9”

20 ⅛ - 21 ⅝

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

4’9” - 5’3”

A. CHEST (INCHES)

E. INSEAM (INCHES)

B. WAIST (INCHES)

F. ARM LENGTH (INCHES)

D. THIGH (INCHES)

C. HIP (INCHES)

G. HEIGHT (INCHES)

A

F

B

C
D

G

E



WOMEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART

HOW TO MEASURE
A. Chest    - Measure around the chest under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Bust    - Measure around the fullest part of the bust, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Waist    - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
D. Hip     - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Thigh    - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
F. Inseam    - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
G. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
H. Height    - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

36

74-78

50-51

38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

XXS

2422

72-73

157-160

0

58-62

50-51

XS

26

2

S

28

4

M

30

6

L

32

8

XL

34

10

XXL 3XL

36

12

38

14

40

16

78- 82

78- 82

52-53

82-86

82-86

82-86

54-55

86-90

86-90

86-90

56-57

90-94

90-94

90-94

58-59

94-98

94-98

94-98

60-61

98-102

98-102

98-102

62-63

102-106

102-106

102-106

64-65

106-110

106-110

106-110

66-67

110-114

110-114

110-114

114-118

114-118 118-122

68-69

74-75

161-164

62-66

52-53

76-77

165-168

66-70

54-55

78-79

169-172

70-74

56-57

80-81

173-176

74-78

58-59

82-83

177-180

78-82

60-61

84-85

181-184

82-86

62-63

84-85

181-184

86-90

62-63

86-87

185-188

90-94

64-65

86-87

185-188

94-98

64-65

18

EURO SIZE

A. CHEST (CM)

E. THIGH (CM)

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

B. BUST (CM)

F. INNER LEG (CM)

H. HEIGHT (CM)

U.S. PANT SIZE

D. HIP (CM)

U.S. SIZE

C. WAIST (CM)

G. OUTER ARM (CM)

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾ 32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞ 44 ⅞ - 46 ½
A. CHEST (INCHES)

E. THIGH (INCHES)

B. BUST (INCHES)

F. INNER LEG (INCHES)

H. HEIGHT (INCHES)

D. HIP (INCHES)

C. WAIST (INCHES)

G. OUTER ARM (INCHES)

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛ 20 ½ - 20 ⅞ 21 ¼ - 21 ⅝ 22 - 22 ½ 22 ⅞ - 23 ¼ 23 ⅝ - 24 24 ⅜ - 24 ¾ 25 ¼ - 25 ⅝ 26 - 26 ⅜ 26 ⅜ - 27 ⅛

28 ⅜ - 28 ¾

5’2” - 5’3”

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

29 ⅛ - 29 ½

5’4” - 5’5”

24 ⅜ - 26

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

29 ⅞ - 30 ⅜

5’5” - 5’6”

26 - 27 ½

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

35 ⅜ - 37

30 ¾ - 31 ⅛

5’7” - 5’8”

27 ½ - 29 ⅛

22 - 22 ½

37 - 38 ⅝

31 ½ - 31 ⅞

5’8” - 5’9”

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

32 ¼ - 32 ⅝

5’10” - 5’11”

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

5’11 - 6’

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

5’11 - 6’

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

6’1” - 6’2”

35 ⅜ - 37

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

6’1” - 6’2”

37 - 38 ⅝ 

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

46 ½ - 48

A
B

G

C

D

E

H

F

HOW TO MEASURE

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S GLOVES SIZE CHART

7½ - 8

17.8 - 20.3

8 - 8½

20.3 - 21.6

8½ - 9

21.6 - 22.9

9 - 9½

22.9 - 24.1

9½ - 10

24.1 - 25.4

10 - 11

25.4 - 27.9

XS

XS

6½ - 7

16.5 - 17.8

S

S

7 - 7½

17.8 - 19

M

M

7½ - 8

19 - 20.3

L

L

8 - 8½

20.3 - 21.6

XL

XL

8½ - 9

21.6 - 22.9

XXL

XXL

3XL

3XL

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (INCHES)

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (CM)

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (INCHES)

WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (CM)

HAND CIRCUMFERENCE WITHOUT THUMB



4-IN-1 SYSTEM - Interchangeable system incorporating the removable, waterproof 
and breathable Drystar® liner and removable thermal liner. The 4-in-1 system 
enables the jacket to be used with the Drystar® and thermal liners together; the 
Drystar® or thermal liner by themselves; or without either liner, allowing the jacket 
to be configured in 4 different ways to suit any climatic condition. 

ARMACOR™ PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY it’s a patented lattice structure with an 
integrated Dupont™ Kevlar® fiber core. This technology offers extreme tear and 
abrasion resistance yet lighter weight. Incorporated into a GORE-TEX® Pro Shell 
motorcycling jacket, it will protect enthusiastic motorcyclists in the event of a fall. 
This means safety and enhanced comfort – in ALL-WEATHER conditions.

CE CERTIFICATION - Protection and protectors that are CE-certified have met the 
strict performance standards and requirements of the European Union. 
 
CLARINO® - This highly durable material provides great feel for the palm. Machine 
washable, Clarino® remains soft and supple even after repeated exposure to water. 

CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM - System of zippered air intakes and exhausts 
that allow precise control of airflow while riding for superior body temperature 
regulation. 

COOLMAX® - This unique material “wicks” moisture away from the skin and quickly 
transfers it to the outer surface to speed up evaporation.

CORDURA® - This textured nylon is durable, lightweight and abrasion resistant

DENIER - Denier is a measurement which denotes the thickness and the diameter 
of a fiber material.

DRYSTAR® - Alpinestars’ waterproof and breathable membrane for all-weather 
comfort and performance.

DRYSTAR® PERFORMANCE - Alpinestars’ exclusive sealed triple layer construction 
technology which bonds all layers in glove, thereby affording a highly reduced 
material chassis to promote good levels of sensitivity of bike controls.

E.V.A. - This comfortable and lightweight material provides superior shock 
absorption and impact protection.

GORE-TEX® - This world renowned waterproof and breathable membrane features 
pores that are smaller than water to keep rain out, but larger than water vapor, 
allowing perspiration to escape.

GORE-TEX® PRO SHELL - It is the optimum solution for outdoor professionals 
and serious enthusiasts, who need to face extreme weather and tough conditions. 
Made with the most rugged, most breathable, durably waterproof and windproof 
fabrics.
 
GORE-TEX® PACLITE® SHELL - Combines extreme breathability and durable wind 
and waterproofness with minimum weight and pack volume.

GORE-TEX® SOFT SHELL - Constructed with soft and warm fabrics. GORE-TEX® 
Soft Shells are designed for reduced layering and improved freedom of movement 
in colder conditions.

GORE-TEX® WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY - Sealed triple layer material 
construction from GORE-TEX® for improved dexterity, grip and control sensitivity.

PERFORMANCE SHELL - Designed to provide comfort and durable waterproof 
protection.

DUPONT™ KEVLAR® - Used as a reinforcement, this high strength fiber is cut and 
tear resistant. 

NEOPRENE - Comfortable and flexible, this water resistant material provides great 
insulation in cold and damp conditions and excellent wind stopping performance.

PITTARDS® DIGITAL LEATHER - Supple and quick drying leather which provides 
excellent grip in all-weather conditions.

SCHOELLER® KEPROTEC® - This stretchable and vented material features 
Dupont™ Kevlar® reinforced thread for maximum tear and abrasion resistance.

SUBLIMATED GRAPHICS - Utilizing a pressure and heat process, this system of 
design transfer produces fade free graphics even after extensive washing.

SUPERFABRIC® - Flexible, ceramic reinforced fabric that is extremely abrasion, 
puncture and cut resistant making it ideally suited for application on exposed 
areas such as knees and elbows.

TAPED SEAMS - Seam tape is applied along the stitch line of the garment, which 
prevents water intrusion at these small but critical areas.

TASLAN - Durable and water repelling nylon fabric.

THINSULATE® - Lightweight, breathable, moisture resistant and quick drying, 
Thinsulate® provides superior insulation for cold weather riding.

PRIMALOFT® - A lightweight, breathable insulation that repels moisture to offer 
superior performance for cold-weather riding.

PU COATING - A thin layer of film applied to the backside of the fabric to give 
strength, structural integrity and water resistance.

PU - Polyurethane. Polymer containing urethane used in plastics, rubber, foam, etc.

PE - Polyethilene. Thermoplastic material composed of polymers of ethilene. It is 
light, strong, water resistant and flexible at low temperatures.

TPU - Thermoplastic polyurethane. A hybrid material - a mixture between hard 
plastic and soft silicone. A very dense and smooth rubber.

WINDSTOPPER® - Laminated membrane offering total windproof performance 
and maximum breathability for complete comfort.

GLOSSARY



KEY FEATURES

SPORT

TOURING

CITY

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

RACING

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR INCLUDED

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR COMPATIBLE

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP
BASED ON THE ALPINESTARS
MOTOGP® PROFILE

BIONIC RACE PROTECTOR
SNAP LINKAGE SYSTEM

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

FOUR JACKETS
IN ONE

FIT ADJUSTMENT

REMOVABLE
STORM COLLAR

FIT ADJUSTMENT

PATENTED CALF
EXPANSIONS POCKET

SEAMLESS
CONSTRUCTION

BIONIC NECK SUPPORT
COMPATIBLE

TEXTILE TOP
CONSTRUCTION

SYNTETHIC TOP
CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER TOP
CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

TEXTILE / LEATHER
TOP CONSTRUCTION

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER PALM
CONSTRUCTION

TEXTILE / LEATHER
PALM CONSTRUCTION

TEXTILE PALM
CONSTRUCTION

SYNTETHIC PALM
CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

PU KNUCKLE

CARBON FIBER
KNUCKLE

MOLDED KNUCKLE

TPR KNUCKLE

CARBON FIBER
FINGER SLIDERS

PU FINGER
SLIDERS

FOAM FINGER
SLIDERS

FOAM PADDING
KNUCKLE

TPR FINGER
SLIDERS

CONDUCTIVE
FINGER

HIGH
FINGER BRIDGE

PATENTED
FINGER BRIDGE

ADJUSTABLE
WRIST

ADJUSTABLE
CUFF

THERMAL
INSULATION

PU CUFF

VISOR WIPER

MESH PANEL
VENTILATION

WINDPROOF

WATER RESISTANT

VENTILATED
OPENINGS

VENTILATED

WATERPROOF

REFLECTIVE
INSERTS

INTERNAL CHEST
WATERPROOF DOCUMENT
POCKET

DEVICE COMPATIBLE

REMOVABLE
PROTECTOR LINER

ALL SEASON JACKET

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
WATERPROOF / BREATHABLE
INTERNAL MEMBRANE

GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF
BREATHABLE INTERNAL
MEMBRANE

WINDPROOF 
BREATHABLE LAMINATED
MEMBRANE

DOWN FILLING

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
SEALED AND BONDED TRIPLE 
LAYER CONSTRUCTION

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

REMOVABLE THERMAL
VEST LINER

REMOVABLE 
WINDBREAKER
VEST LINER

REMOVABLE THERMAL
JACKET LINER

REMOVABLE
THIGH WARMER

REMOVABLE THERMAL
PANTS LINER

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER

REMOVABLE
WINDBREAKER LINER

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER

DETACHABLE
SLEEVES

REMOVABLE
BRACES

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER JACKET

DUPONT™ KEVLAR® FIBER
REINFORCED PANELS
ON SEAT AND KNEE

ADJUSTABLE
KNEES PROTECTORS 
INCLUDED
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